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Fiction / Current

In the wake of authors like Alessandro
D’Avenia and Enrico Galiano, a story told
with the language of teenagers but able to
enthral readers of any age

Marco Erba
One day you will
recognize me
[Quando mi riconoscerai]
Novel
Rizzoli, March 2018
350 pages

Translation Rights: Rizzoli

Marco Erba lives in Milan
where he teaches Italian
literature in high school. His
first novel, Fra me e te
(Between You and Me), was
published by Rizzoli and
won the Premio Città di
Cuneo amongst other
prizes. His writing takes
inspiration from his
students and the stories of
their lives they share with
him. He is married with
three children.

1941: Rodolfo and Italo are identical twins. And yet, their
outward resemblance hides substantial differences: Rodolfo is
a passionate rebel who wants to fight the fascist regime, while
Italo is of a more placid nature. Viola, the daughter of a fascist,
and Rodolfo, are fiercely attracted to each other and cannot
stop from circling round each other in a dance of mutual
provocation and innocent chase. Until they finally give in to
their attraction which must be kept hidden. Their relationship
is doomed: Rodolfo is sent to fight on the Russian front and
Viola finds out that she is pregnant and will choose to carry
the shame of raising a fatherless son rather than revealing
that the baby is Rodolfo’s child. While Italo will live all his life
waiting for his brother’s return and blaming Viola’s family for
Rodolfo’s deportation.
Fifty years later: the focus shifts to the special friendship
between Enea, shy and diligent student, and Camilla, a bully
of a child growing up in a context of family violence. As kids,
they cannot stand each other; as teenagers, they become
friends and then lovers, and we will let the reader find out if
their paths will reunite as adults. Yet a hidden thread of
secrets binds the destinies of the four lovers, as Camilla and
Enea will soon discover.

For more information: info@bgagency.it
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A gem of a novel that takes us back to the
popular Seventies through the eyes of a
child. A delightful read
Paolo Nelli
Treatise on the Economy
of Feeling
[Trattato di economia
affettiva]
Novel
La nave di Teseo, February 2018
358 pages

Translation Rights: La nave di Teseo

Paolo Nelli, born in 1968,
lives in London, where he
teaches Italian Language
and Culture at King’s
College. He has published
short stories and novels,
among which his first one
La fabbrica dei paraurti (The
Bumper Factory, 1999) and
Golden Boot (2012).

Nello Giusti is a five-year-old boy whose family emigrated
from southern Italy to seek work in Brianza, the vast industrial
area in the North of Milan. Although his family’s livelihood is
very modest, Nello’s childhood is a happy one. His parents
embody traditional role models from their southern rural
culture, but all around them things are rapidly changing.
Money, or the lack of money as in Nello’s family, plays a
crucial role in his perception of the world. In the Italy of the
Seventies, when daily life is clouded by strong political tension
and violence, Nello «knows no revolution, no fight, no glory,
and no tragedy». His life as a child revolves around the epic of
small things and the amazing possibilities lurking in everyday
existence, often embodied by the newest, most desirable
object. Indeed, on the one hand Nello’s life seems to follow
the latest modern product the market has to offer, on the
other he remains drawn to the simple events: summer camps,
friends, days at the local church. This lost world is brought
back to life in Nello’s adult insights, where past and present
subtly interweave. Thus almost magically, the somehow
disenchanted gaze of the adult man allows access to the
fascination of that untarnished childhood experience, now
gone forever, and brings it back for the reader’s delight.

For more information: info@bgagency.it
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A brilliant debut by a young and promising
writer and a masterfully written historical
thriller

Matteo Raimondi
Under the Fading Stars
[Si spengono le stelle]
Novel
Mondadori, April 2018
468 pages

Translation Rights: Mondadori

Matteo Raimondi (1986)
was born in Rome, where
he lives with his wife and
daughter. He graduated in
Political sciences, sociology
and communication from
La Sapienza University of
Rome. His main interests
are American history,
literature and society. Si
spengono le stelle (Under
the Fading Stars),
published by Mondadori in
2018, is his first novel.

York, New England, 1691. The colonization of the New World
is a slow process. Instability, fanaticism, power struggles and
bitter rivalries with the native Indian populations unfold in the
background of the lives of the Walcott family. The main
character, Susannah, is a lively girl who struggles with the
religious authorities. Because of her intimate connection with
the culture of local Indians, which values the communion
between nature and human emotions, Suzie is considered
«weird» and dangerous by her peers. But young Angus Stone
is captivated by her. When her father, Robert, is sent to
Boston as a minister, he finds himself involved in a ruthless
conspiracy against him.
Meanwhile, back in York, Reverend Randall takes advantage
of the situation, exploiting the fears of the congregation to
exacerbate the intolerance against Native Americans, stirring
a growing hatred that will culminate in a tragic ending.

For more information: info@bgagency.it
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A touching and insightful first handreportage. Raffaele Masto, Africa
correspondent and wonderful storyteller,
recounts a dramatically changing continent

Raffaele Masto
The African Variation
[La variabile africana]
Non-fiction
Egea, January 2019
200 pages

Translation Rights: B&G

Raffaele Masto is a
journalist and radio
correspondent. Africa is the
subject of most of his
political and social essays:
Buongiorno Africa (Good
morning, Africa) (PearsonBruno Mondadori 2011), La
rabbia e la speranza (Rage &
Hope) that tells the story of
Mohamed Bouazizi, who
sparked of the Arab spring
(Sperling & Kupfer 2012). In
2016 Laterza published
Califfato nero (The Black
African Caliphate) a portrait
of Boko Haram and other
Jihadist Terrorist groups.

It is now a given that future wars will be dictated by the need
to find primary resources. Resources that are plentiful on the
African Continent. First of all: water. Massive rivers such as the
Nile, the Congo River, and the Niger River run through the
continent, and the region of Great Lakes flourishes in the core
of the country. Moreover, Africa has the vastest uncultivated
territory in the world, with an astonishing potential for
agricultural exploitation. Under the surface , African soil is rich
in rare mineral elements.
And yet, Africa is known for different tragic primacy : its
population is the poorest on Earth and grows at a phenomenal
rate. If this same population had the same purchasing power
as the European one, the Western crisis would probably be
resolved
Therefore, it is clear that Africa will play a crucial role in the
future construction of global geopolitical balance: how the
situation will play out depends, as it has always depended, on
the African population itself. Will the African people be able to
break the political impasse of dictatorships and corruption?
Will they be given an alternative to conflict and migration?

For more information: info@bgagency.it
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When the pain of bereavement makes
you indifferent to everything, the dream
of a friend can rekindle your love of life

Bruno Burbi
We can be friends forever
[Si può essere amici per
sempre]
Novel
Newton Compton, October 2009
336 pages

Translation Rights: Newton Compton

Bruno Burbi has worked as
an actor for theatre, radio,
voiceovers and cinema for
many years.
Newton&Compton
published his debut novel Si
può essere amici per
sempre which has been
adapted into a movie by
Minerva film to be screened
in Fall 2018.

In We can be friends for ever Alessandro, a forty-four year old
doctor who has just lost his wife, receives a desperate letter
from his friend Luigi, in Brazil, revealing that he is gravely ill.
Alessandro decides to leave immediately, wanting to be close
to his life-long friend and help him at this difficult time. What
will he find when he reaches that magical country? Will their
close friendship be strong enough to face such a crisis? And
will it be a life-changing experience?
Between misunderstandings and dramatic turn of events, the
explosive but disturbing adventure that unfolds is reminiscent
of Italian comedy films such as Mediterraneo or Marrakech
Express… where love and friendship play a decisive part on a
background of exotic daily life.
Soon a major motion picture, starring Michele
Riondino, Alessandro Roja, Violante Placido, Libero De
Rienzo.

For more information: info@bgagency.it
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Secret agents and alchemists, cruel assassins
wearing the masks of the Commedia dell’Arte,
converge on Venice, the Serenissima, at the
height of its splendour, to take part in a
dangerous game of spies

Virginia de Winter
The Spy of Venice
[La spia del mare]
Novel
Mondadori, October 2016
404 pages

Translation Rights: B&G

Virginia de Winter was
born in Southern Italy
where she likes to run back
to as soon as she can. She
lives and works in Rome.
She started writing Harry
Potter fanfictions, with the
pseudonym «Savannah»,
then she switched from
internet to books. She
published the four-book
series Black Friars with Fazi
Editore. The novel Il
cammeo di ossidiana (The
Obsidian Cameo) was
published in 2016 by Harper
Collins. His last novel La
spia del mare (The Spy of
Venice) appeared for
Mondadori in 2016.

Cordelia Sheffield is an English spy, clever, beautiful, and
lethal. Cassandra Giustinian, on the other hand, is an
enchanting, graceful Venetian noblewoman, doomed to an
early, painful death by a mysterious illness. Nobody knows
that they are twin sisters, that they share a single life and their
love for one man: Cassian d’Armer, one of the Doge’s spies,
dark and handsome, tormented by a past of war and violence.
But, when the stakes rise, and the shadow of the Inquisitors
falls over the secrets of the Giustinian sisters, Cassian will risk
anything to save from death the woman he loves. That fight
will forever tie him to three men: a French nobleman escaped
from the Court of Versailles, an aristocratic from Spain in
voluntary exile, and a young abbot, Giacomo Casanova,
excellent swordsman and unrepentant womanizer who will
lead them through alleys and lavish balls in the frenzy of the
amazing Venetian Carnival.
All these characters are in search of a mystery hidden at the
bottom of the lagoon. Here a young woman sleeps in a crystal
coffin, the guardian of a secret that could endanger the very
existence of the Republic of Venice.

For more information: info@bgagency.it
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Mid-August, Rome has been deserted, Fabio
Gracco is one of the few who has stayed
behind to investigate on an awkward case of
adultery...

Giuseppe Furno
The Goddes of Fortune
First title in the series
The Rome Chronicles
[La dea della fortuna]
Novel
Longanesi, June 2016
350 pages
Rights sold: Germany
(Goldmann/Random)
Translation Rights: B&G

Giuseppe Furno, born in
1953 in Rome, where he
lives. He is a successful
screenwriter both for
cinema and television. In
2013 Longanesi had
published his critically
acclaimed novel Vetro
(Glass) – sold in Germany
(Aufbau) and in France
(Flammarion) which is a
powerful historical fresco
set in renaissance Venice
with a large cast of
characters. With this
novel he won the
Hemingway prize (2013)
and other awards.

Silvia Sivieri, who commissioned Fabio Gracco, is an old flame of
his while her husband, Nicola de Nicola, the adulterer, is a wellknown politician, a rising star in the Liberal movement.
The evidence Fabio has gathered is red hot, to say the least, and
very hard for Silvia to absorb. It could just end there with a big
scene, perhaps even a scandal in the papers. But things go
fatally wrong. That same woman, with whom Nicola is having an
affair, is found dead in an ancient Roman well used for sacrifices.
The victim is Carla Caggiani, a young archaeologist who had
been working on the site of a temple dedicated to the Goddess
of Fortune, in the basement of an ancient building in the centre
of Rome. At first her death is considered an unfortunate
accident, then the autopsy reveals that Carla was murdered.
Despite his despair, the Right Honourable Nicola de Nicola
knows he must act quickly because the investigation will soon
lead to him: he therefore turns to Fabio Gracco, who already
knows so much about the whole story. Thus Gracco embarks on
what is called a defence investigation. In a deliriously hot and
empty Rome in August, it will be his responsibility to solve the
case.

For more information: info@bgagency.it
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A diplomat of international fame and a
climate change scientist have come together
to deliver an insightful and groundbreaking
survey about the effects of climate change on
migration and world conflicts

Grammenos Mastrojeni
Antonello Pasini
Global Warming –
Global «Warring »
[Effetto serra, effetto
guerra]
Current affairs
Chiarelettere, September 2017
168 pages

Translation Rights: Chiarelettere

Grammenos Mastrojeni,
cooperates with the
Climate Reality Project
founded by Al Gore. He has
published a number of
articles and books about
environment and
geopolitical tensions
including L’arca di Noè
(Noah's Ark, Chiarelettere
2014). His new project will
deal with happiness and
sustainability.
Antonello Pasini is climate
change scientist at the
Italian research Centre
(CNR) and teaches Climate
Science at Rome University.

How much does climate change influence migrations and
international crises? Waves of migration increase as deserts
expand. And the risk of war therefore increases, too.
Climate change affects global instability, since environment and
population are interdependent, as the human factor is part of
the very same nature we endanger. This book, however, aims to
offer a way to look beyond alarming sceneries, by outlining new
perspectives of change based on international cooperation.
A climatologist and a diplomat explain how we should deal with
a future in which the climate revolution will influence even the
geopolitical choices we make.

For more information: info@bgagency.it
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A long seller with more than 50.000 copies
sold which focuses on the body as a second
brain, inviting us to «think with the entire
body»
Jader Tolja
Francesca Speciani
Body Thinking
[Pensare col corpo]
Self-help
Tea, November 2015 (first published
by Baldini e Castoldi)
350 pages

Rights sold: Spain, South-America
(DNX)
Translation Rights: B&G

Jader Tolja is a doctor,
psychotherapist and
researcher, dedicated
primarily to
understanding how
different cultural aspects
(such as relationships,
work, education, fashion
and design) change us at
a neurological level and
how specific physical
changes can determine
specific psychological
qualities. The texts
describe what we need to
know should we not wish
to adapt to our culture,
but would like our culture
to adapt to us.

Body Thinking invites us to not limit our capacity for thinking and
processing reality only to the mind, but to consider the
possibility of «thinking with the entire body». Listening to the
body and recognizing how it changes in relation to different
aspects of life, changes our relationship with our profession,
space, time, people, dress, language, food and sexuality. And
much as the mind and its emotional structure determine the
shape and health of our body, our physical organization
determines our thoughts and emotions.
Today, this approach is validated progressively by research
carried out by some of the most advanced doctors in the field of
molecular biology and psychoneuroimmunology (such as
Candace Pert and Antonio Damasio).

For more information: info@bgagency.it
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What role dose the body play in our personal
evolution? Jader Tolja envisions the body as a
dynamic condition that opens unimaginable
horizons for exploring and getting to know
oneself and reality

Jader Tolja
Tere Puig
Embodiment
[Essere corpo]
Self-help,
Tea, November 2016
313 pages

Rights sold: Spain, South-America
(DNX)
Translation Rights: B&G

Jader Tolja is a doctor,
psychotherapist and
researcher, dedicated
primarily to
understanding how
different cultural aspects
(such as relationships,
work, education, fashion
and design) change us at
a neurological level and
how specific physical
changes can determine
specific psychological
qualities. The texts
describe what we need to
know should we not wish
to adapt to our culture,
but would like our culture
to adapt to us.

The volume Essere corpo (Embodiment) is complementary to
Pensare col corpo (Body Thinking), and written for those
interested in understanding the role of the body in personal
evolution.
There is a big difference between «having a body», «inhabiting a
body» and «being a body» (embodying ourselves). The first
expression presupposes a basically utilitarian attitude. The
second takes the body as «predefined». The third sees the body
as a dynamic condition that opens otherwise unimaginable
horizons for exploring and getting to know oneself and reality.
This book is about the third.

For more information: info@bgagency.it
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«Psychosomatic» theories have become
popular. But to fully understand why illnesses
arise, worsen or improve, and possibly
disappear, we need to look at them from a
completely different perspective: that of the
body who is creating them

Jader Tolja
Divna Slavec
Healthy Disease
[La malattia sana]
Self-help,
Tea, October 2015
286 pages

Rights sold: Spain, South-America
(DNX)
Translation Rights: B&G

Jader Tolja is a doctor,
psychotherapist and
researcher, dedicated
primarily to
understanding how
different cultural aspects
(such as relationships,
work, education, fashion
and design) change us at
a neurological level and
how specific physical
changes can determine
specific psychological
qualities. The texts
describe what we need to
know should we not wish
to adapt to our culture,
but would like our culture
to adapt to us.

This book has two principle characteristics, which distinguish it
from other books on the subject: it shows that there is no
relationship between what we call illness and the presence of
symptoms or their severity, but that anything our mind or our
culture doesn’t understand the function of, is considered
pathological. It describes the process of the creation of an illness
not from the point of view of a person who encounters an
unexpected guest he is forced to tolerate, but from the point of
view of the one who is in fact creating the illness, i.e. the body.
To clarify this unusual perspective the book is divided into three
parts: the first part takes the reader through all the steps of the
process that the body/the director goes through in creating a
disease; the second part responds to basic doubts and questions
raised by this perspective; the third part is a literal transcript of a
session addressing a medical problem, making the application of
this approach tangible by using a concrete example.

For more information: info@bgagency.it
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A brilliant writer who delivers a ruthless
account of the cultivated middle-class
millenials. A literary and social phenomenon
Raffaele Ventura
Theory of the
Beleaguered Class –
Millenials And The
Aspirational Disease
[Teoria della classe
disagiata]
Non-fiction
Minimum Fax, September 2017,
th
5 Edition, 262 pages
Rights sold: Brasil
Translation Rights: Minimum Fax

Raffaele Alberto
Ventura, born in 1983,
studied philosophy and
cultural economy. He
now lives in Paris, where
he works for the
marketing department of
a big French publisher.
He writes for the wellknown magazines Linus,
IL and Prismo. His
contributions are
published on Internazionale, Rivista Studio,
Alfabeta2 and Nazione
Indiana. Since May 2017
he has been directing a
non-fiction book series
for D Publising House.

Precarious millennials, scholars of Islamic Law in XIV Century
Egypt, Anton Chekhov and William Shakespeare’s characters.
What do they have in common? They all suffer from some sort
of «class dysphoria», being too poor to achieve their aspirations
and too rich to renounce them. Today, Western middle class is
chained to bourgeois habits and needs created during the
spectacular economic growth of the post-war years, but it can
no longer afford them. Standing at the gates of an adult age that
apparently will never come, millennials are wasting a huge
amount of resources in order to take part in a winner-takes-all
competition for fewer and fewer job opportunities. In this way,
they are providing the aggregate demand that Late Capitalism
desperately strives for, but this non-cooperative game among
the heirs of the Middle Class is also leading to a «Mutual Assured
Declassing». Switching between economics and literature while
ranging from Veblen to Kafka, Theory of the Beleaguered Class
formulates a merciless self-critical analysis of this social class,
deconstructing along the way many myths about School,
University, Cultural Industry and Social Web.

For more information: info@bgagency.it

Future Projects / Coming soon
Fiction
Giuseppe Furno, La dea della guerra (The Goddess of War)
A new, breathtaking chapter of The Rome Chronicles
In a Rome reminiscent of an opulent Gomorra, dominated by wealthy families of contractors
always trading on the verge of legality, Manuela, the daughter and heir of the Squadriti family, a
giant in the real estate market, suddenly disappears. Her brother Claudio, who runs the family
business, is worried, but the disappearance of his sister comes at difficult moment for the firm
and the investigation must be kept secret. Claudio decides to call private detective Fabio Gracco
and put him in charge of the investigation. The case turns out to be more convoluted than
expected and, travelling between Milan and Rome, Gracco has to deal with an alleged suicide,
with shameful family secrets, with clues dating back to 1945, when a Jewish family left their
whole fortune to the Squadriti in a dubious donation just before vanishing into thin air…

Non-fiction
Grammenos Mastrojeni, L'economia del giardino dell'Eden (The Economy of the Garden of
Eden – How your Happiness will save the Planet)
Sustainability and growth always seemed at odds, insofar as the interests of economic liberalism,
as well as the access to goods in a global world, are apparently in contrast with the idea of
environmental and «local» safeguard. The expert and diplomat Grammenos Mastrojeni – after
publishing a series of insightful and groundbreaking books about the relationship between
migration, geopolitics and climate change – envisions in this text the possibility of a radical shift
of this paradigm. According to this perspective, the individual and society sustainable behaviors
and policies represent neither a cost, nor an effort, but grant instead an increase in health, wealth
and happiness. Embracing the trend of the World Happiness Report by UN, whose indexes are
tied to solidarity, sustainability and life expectancy more than to wealth and purchasing power,
Mastrojeni traces a path towards a full reconciliation between human interest and the sustainable
and equitable use of resources on our planet.
Raffaele Ventura, La Guerra di tutti (Everybody at War – The Culture of Paranoia and the Crisis
of Liberal Democracy)
Our civilization is fighting a war against itself. What happened? For a few decades we lived happily
in fiction, squandering accumulated resources while dreaming of unlimited growth and the
advent of a society without conflict. What we call crisis ̶ is in fact a denial of this fiction. No
civilization had ever promised so much and none had ever suffered so hard the effect of
resentment that rises when promises are not kept. European and American populist leaders are
promoting a paranoid narrative around the power of the worldly elites, serving as a pretext for
occasional outbursts of violence against minorities. In suburbs, from Paris to Orlando, religion
intertwines with politics and nourishes the dreams of revenge of those same minorities.
For more information: info@bgagency.it

Everybody at War is an investigation into the gray area between fiction and reality and a journey
into the wreck of the welfare society, during which you will get to know its protagonists:
progressive blasphemers and reactionary communists, guerrillas trained on YouTube and
worshipers of Rihanna, the princess of the Illuminati.
Jader Tolja, Body Yoga (Body Yoga) with Tere Puig
The subject of Body Yoga is the effect of yoga on the body and the mind, or all that an experiential
approach to anatomy can reveal about yoga. This unconventional study is aimed at teachers and
practitioners of yoga. It is the result of a reflective exchange between a yoga teacher, who left the
world of entrepreneurship to explore the role of yoga in human relations, and a doctor and
researcher dedicated to studying anatomy in an experiential way and to understand how physical
changes also change our minds and our personalities.

For more information: info@bgagency.it

